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            A stark picture of the desertification of a former oasis Azraq Wetland Reserve, Jordan. Photo Credit
                    
                

            
                The 1990s and 2000s saw many"Peak Oil"articles;their poor authors, nearly everyone, missed the point. As we take oil away and burn it, nobody inside the Earth fills it. They all wrote as if it were endless. Anyone under 40, anyone not yet born, will see the end of oil and mass starvation.*In the face of mounting evidence, it becomes increasingly difficult to deny the stark reality that we find ourselves in a post-peak oil era. The extraction of this invaluable resource has become not only cumbersome but also exorbitantly expensive, pushing the world towards an uncertain and grim future. As we delve deeper into this relentless pursuit for fossil fuels, the consequences of our actions become alarmingly clear. Mass starvation, once thought to be a distant nightmare, threatens to become routine in pockets and locales worldwide, with the chilling prospect of eventually engulfing our entire planet. As food and oil become the catalysts for future conflicts, the inevitability of"food and oil wars"looms closer, threatening the very fabric of human existence. In this article, we take a somber look at the realities that lie ahead and delve into the potential consequences of a world devoid of accessible and affordable energy sources.

Mathematics is one of science's cleanest, most(mainly)infallible aspects. There is a math-based webpage online that every citizen, every scientist, and every(gross)consumer of meant-to-be over-consumed goods and services should study regularly:http://worldometers.info

                 

                Other grave concerns globally:

                 

                •Loss of Farmland via Salinization

                 

                •Days to Impending Starvation from Depleted Fossil

                 

                •Countless Tons of 4.5 Billion Year Half-Life Nuclear Waste with No Viable Solution

                 

                •Slow Trainwreck of Broken Globalized Food"Distribution"Network(Oil Powered)

                 

                •Tons of Pollution from Lithium Mining

                 

                •Tons of Pollution from All Rare Earth's Mining

                 

                •Ratio of Shrinking Food Production to Growing Over Population

                 

                •Loss of Drinking, Farming Water Via Global Industrialization

                 

                •Impending End of Farm Fertilizer via End of Oil

                 

                The issues above are all important, as are the problems on worldometer.info. 

                 

                Energy Consumed=/>Earth’s Population

                Energy in Reserves=Always Less Congruent with Earth's Current and Future Population

                Food Consumed=The Next Doubling in Half the time of the previous Doubling

                Food in Reserve=Less than needed followed by less than that

                 

                Dwindling Oil vs Burgeoning Population Equals Hunger and War

                Simply put, the oil demand needed to feed Earth's population keeps doubling in half the time. Hunger keeps doubling in half the time. Industrialization must be a Gordian Knot that includes overfishing, coral bleaching, and pollution, including all waterways, the bulleted list above, and all the issues on worldometers.info. The Pollyanna amongst us will state that Farm Tractors will run on Cold Fusion by 2034;these same people cannot even acknowledge the unfixable mess made by science that ignores its own black math(red math)

                 

                Oil Reserves≠<Too Many Humans. Imagine a Tsunami of starving humans pouring over the last few still pumping oil wells, wanting to plow, seed, and harvest energy. It will not be there. The Regenerative Agriculture Alliance(RAA), World Wildlife Fund(WWF), International Institute for Sustainable Development(IISD), Agnesis Foundation, and the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations(FAO)all claim, "to be working on feeding 8-10 billion persons with no oil."So far, their cumulative answers satirized are a little pesticide-free seaweed, a little propane, a little coal, some solar, and some wind, and of course, no more dairy should feed 10 billion persons. Each organization sucks up money and gives us lukewarm platitudes, which of course will feed no one.

                 

                It is far worse than the preceding paragraph, as the trend is worse than pesticide-laden factory farms. Factory farm conglomerates are not buying Diaries, Ranches, and Farms but by home, condo, apartment, and strip mall developers. In essence, we are heading for a time in human history where everywhere will be Gaza and Ukraine. TheWar in Gaza as seen from Space. 

                War and Starvation By the Numbers

                 

                Let us look at what is not in this equation but is entirely pertinent to the discussion(snapshot Worldometers.info December 22, 2023:
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                •reached 8 billion on November 15, 2022, according to the latest United Nations estimates.

                •is projected to reach 9 billion in 2037 and 10 billion in 2058.

                •has doubled in 40 years from 1959(3 billion)to 1999(6 billion).

                •is currently(2023)growing at around 0.88%per year, adding around 70 million people annually.

                •The growth rate reached its peak in the late 1960s when it was at 2.09%.

                •The growth rate is currently declining and is projected to continue to decline in the coming years(reaching below 0.50%by 2048, reaching 0 in 2086, and declining by-0.11%in 2100). 

                •a tremendous change occurred with the industrial revolution:whereas it had taken all of human history up to the year 1800 for world population to reach 1 billion, the second billion was achieved in only 130 years(1930), the third billion in 30 years(1960), the fourth billion in 15 years(1974), the fifth billion in 13 years(1987), the sixth billion in 11 years(1998), the seventh billion and eighth billion in 12 years each(2010 and 2022). During the 20th century alone, the world's population grew from 1.65 billion to 6 billion.

                 

                When Will the Population Reach 9 and 10 Billion?The United Nations Population Division projects that the world will reach 9 billion people in 2037 and 10 billion in 2058.

                There are some grim numbers to go with population;we will be out of oil in about 40 years or less. To naysayers, when it takes$200 to produce$50 worth of food(today's prices), we will be out of oil on any practical level. Any man or woman who has ever plowed a field with a big, diesel John Deere knows by instinct a Prius motor and batter will not accomplish the task. 

                Some AM, FM, and XM stations present nuclear power as a valuable solution for meeting energy demands while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. These stations highlight the benefits of nuclear power, such as its ability to produce large amounts of electricity without carbon dioxide emissions. Some of the world's most prominent think tanks infer that electricity from nuclear will power the world's critical future farm tractors, combines, trucks, and rail in the food grid. 

                Choking on"Clean Green Plentiful"Nuclear

                 

                Chornobyl and Fukushima will likely be warnings we did not hear as the aging reactor infrastructure fails again. But the more significant failure is both the waste and the ultra-radioactive fuel rod created,  

                 

                There are approximately 2, 700 metric tons of spent nuclear fuel on planet Earth, 4.6 billion years of half-life material with no solution to dispose of it safely. According to the World Nuclear Association, "Nuclear waste can contaminate water in various ways, including leaks from storage facilities and accidents. Additionally, the mining and processing radioactive ores, such as uranium, can produce large amounts of radioactive sludge that can pollute water sources.

                 

                The mining and processing of radioactive ores generate significant waste, including radioactive sludge. This sludge can contaminate water sources, posing a risk to human health and the environment."

                Fukushima still produces two-headed goats, two-headed turtles, two-headed fish, mutant plants and trees, etc. 

                 

                Biodiesel from Olives takes around 15-25 years for the trees to become productive, but Olive Trees have lifespans of hundreds of years, up to about 1, 500 years(till and plant once, delay then harvest for hundreds of years. Biogas is also promising;combining the three may amount to more than lukewarm platitudes from the IMF, WFO, etc.

                 

                The next World War, including nuclear weapons deployed, will probably be the six-seven strongest nations on Earth stealing farmland and stealing the last oil in the wells. Historically, humankind has leaned towards war, not towards the peace and cooperation of Olive Culture. 

                 

                It is also evident that every country with a significant"clean nuclear"program has nuclear weapons.

                 

                As of 2021, there are nine countries known to possess nuclear weapons. These countries are:   

                 

                United States, Russia, United Kingdom, France, China:China, India, Pakistan, Israel, and North Korea.

                 

                Countries pursuing nuclear weapons:

                 

                Iran:Iran's nuclear program has been a subject of international concern and controversy. While Iran maintains that its nuclear program is for peaceful purposes, such as energy generation, many countries have expressed suspicions about its intentions. 

                 

                Saudi Arabia:Saudi Arabia has expressed interest in developing nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. However, concerns have been raised about the potential for Saudi Arabia to pursue a military nuclear program.

                 

                Other Countries: There have been occasional reports or speculations about other countries potentially pursuing nuclear weapons, including Syria and Egypt, in the past.

                 

                2023 saw the world watching Ukraine and Palestine suffering blistering scorched earth attacks, most over space to have babies in and space for farms. The Globalists will only use Drones and Conventional Explosives for a limited time. For clearing out the other country's tribes and making space for farms, nuclear weapons are the Globalist Authoritarian's weapons of choice. We will all see a nuke detonated long before we see any of the atomic powers planting Olive Trees. Their equation pseudocode is: 

                Ten billion people+thermonuclear war=no need for oil and farms|||starvation averted.

                 

                If you make a half-ball curve of oil making one billion people and so forth to 10 billion, there will be a corresponding decline via no oil or nuclear war. Before oil dries up, expectculling wars and senseless, depopulations.

                 

                *When the oil in the ground does less work than the work of the extractive/refining/distribution work, the oil will be over. Consumers purchasing Electric Cars"tom save the Planet from Global Warming"are gullible individuals swallowing the smarmiest of histrionic advertising hyperbole. The implied social construct is a false implication that climate horror will be averted by"boycotting fossil."

Predicting the future is as simple as the recent invasions of Afghanistan by the Soviet Union and America in vain attempts to steal Afghanistan's Natural Gas. The"wore of terror"in Iraq was the successful theft of 1/7 of the Earth's Oil Reserves by America and its cronies.

Oil, in the current era, stands as a daunting tripod, perpetuating a mirage of endless supply and boundless possibilities. The promises of nitrogen cars by 2017 and other misleading claims by greedy petroleum titans serve only to further obfuscate the grim reality of peak oil. Inextricably linked to war, oil has become the lifeblood of modern conflicts, powering military machinery and serving as both fuel and weaponry. As we progress further into an oil-dependent world, the military-industrial complex becomes the shield for the oil titans, leading us into the last oil and food wars humanity may witness before global warming triggers a series of devastating ice ages.

While some champion electric cars as saviors of the planet, it is imperative to question their efficacy against the backdrop of impending doom. The stark truth is that electric vehicles alone cannot provide an alternative to our dependence on fossil oil. The challenges we face extend far beyond the transportation sector, seeping into every aspect of our daily lives. With no viable and sustainable alternative in sight, the prospects for humanity appear bleak and devoid of hope.

As we stand on the precipice of a dystopian future, mass starvation looms as a haunting possibility. It is these dire circumstances that we must confront and address urgently. The world must come together, transcending borders and politics, to tackle the formidable challenges that lay before us. The question is not merely about finding an alternative to oil but rather reevaluating our societal structures and prioritizing sustainability in all facets of life. The road ahead may be treacherous, but it is only through unity, innovation, and collective action that we can hope to navigate the uncertain and turbulent seas of a post-peak oil world.Israel is genocidally killing the Palestinians in Gaza in preparation for pumping out Gaza's Natural Gas. Gaza is as much about Natural Gas extraction as it is about the brainwashing rhetoric of Israel and Hamas.
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Just stop eating. If you want to boycott fossil, stop eating;don't ever eat again. The food dispersal system is a fossil in ways you cannot fathom. The refrigerators on truck trailers are diesel-powered. Again, stop eating.

All the Electric cars imaginable, two in every driveway Globally, will not stop the next Ice Age. Also, Farm Tractors do not have regenerative braking and don't coast down hills like Electric, Hybrid, and Plug-in Hybrid Cars. On a FOOD FARM, the batteries go dead way before the work is done and are still recharging when it is time to put in the next 12-16 hour workday. Food is Diesel, and Diesel is Food. You need not believe this article;go through the WFO, World Bank, and the Alphabet Soup of the Food NGO's, et al websites and find theirDiesel Replacementweb page. People who say to abolish diesel should lock themselves in a closet and pray for a hot dog. They should abolish all food except prayer in closet food. This will effectively abolish diesel from your life, temporarily. The most economical solution, the most portable, through pipes and tankers and tanks, is Biodiesel from Olives. It is 40-60 years away. Meanwhile, we will trigger an Ice Age and wish for the good old days of Global Warming.
                        
                    
                
                         
                    

                Nuclear Sources:

                International Atomic Energy Agency(IAEA)

                Federation of American Scientists(FAS)

                Nuclear Threat Initiative(NTI)


                
                    



                    Post Peak Oil World Three Scenarios-Petrodollar-Brian...

                    briangwilliams.us›petrodollar/postpeak-oil-world-…

                    Undeniably, the passing ofPeakOiland the slow, but irreversible, depletion of hydrocarbon resources will entail monumental effects ongeopolitics, domestic politics, economics, and societal structure itself.

                    Missing:depopulation, starvation

                    


                    Military Threats:Peak oil, population, climate change...

                    energyskeptic.com›2023/military-threats-peak-oil-…

                    Mackintosh C(2010)PeakOil“The debate is over”. ... Every military force in history that has successfully adapted to the changing character ofwarand the evolving threats it faced did so by sharply defining the operational problems it had to solve.

                    Missing:depopulation, geopolitical

                    


                    By marromai:Post Peak Everything–un-Denial

                    un-denial.com›2023/11/14/by-marromai-post-peak-…

                    It illustrates what may happenpostpeakeverything during collapse and what effective prepping may look like. ...Peakoilwas in 2018, hence all thewarsbreaking out as we fight over the last of the low hanging fruit. ... It is gravely weakening, and coming out of thestarvationhas to be managed very carefully indeed. ... 1)EV’s caused peak demand that killed oil supply.

                    


                    Depopulation by Intentional Mass Starvation

                    principia-scientific.com›depopulation-by-…

                    With the planned all-at-once cutoff of diesel fuel, natural gas, oil, fertilizers and food, massstarvationis assured, quickly spreading to all corners of the planet, bound for unprecedented catastrophe.

                    Missing:impending

                    


                    Iraq war and its aftermath failed to stop the beginning of peak...

                    resilience.org›stories/2013-03-20/iraq-war-and-…

                    It is now 10 years that the coalition of the willing, err…peaking(USpeak1970, UKpeak1999, Australiapeak2000)invaded Iraq. This was not just anoilwar.

                    Missing:depopulation, starvation

                    


                    Templeton Times:Joachim Hagopian, Depopulation by Mass...

                    templeton01436.blogspot.com›2022/06/joachim-…

                    With the planned all-at-once cutoff of diesel fuel, natural gas, oil, fertilizers and food, massstarvationis assured, quickly spreading to all corners of the planet, bound for unprecedented catastrophe.

                    


                    


                    1.“The Impact of Post-Peak-Oil on Global Conflict”URL:https://example.com/post-peak-oil-global-conflict-2023

                    2.“Addressing Starvation in War-Torn Regions:Strategies and Challenges”URL:https://example.com/addressing-starvation-war-torn-regions-2024

                    3.“Navigating the Geopolitical Landscape in a Post-Peak-Oil World”URL:https://example.com/geopolitical-landscape-post-peak-oil-world-2023

                    4.“The Role of Renewable Energy in Mitigating Post-Peak-Oil Conflicts”URL:https://example.com/renewable-energy-mitigating-post-peak-oil-conflicts-2024

                    5.“War, Famine, and the Future of Energy:A Comprehensive Analysis”URL:https://example.com/war-famine-future-energy-comprehensive-analysis-2023
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